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"Teach! Leroy, he make a mass."
 
"Clean up your mess, Leroy."
 
"l don't have no mess, Teach."
 
"Now, Leroy • 11 
After several minutes of unnecessary confusions 
the teacher discovered that what she understood as /Leroy 
made a mess./ really meant /Leroy is making a mask./ Quite 
l a difference. 
Administrators, classroom teachers, educational 
specialists, psychologists, parents and others are all 
concerned with the problems that confront the black child 
in the classroom and his struggling problems with language 
and learning to read. 
Many black children are coming up on the short end 
of the stick in acquiring skills needed for good reading 
development. Oftentimes these children are misunderstood and 
ridiculed for their' use of language. Traditional curricula 
approaches and materials are failing to reach these children. 
lDorothy Seymour, "Black English in the Classroom, II 




These are only a few areas that one might consider 
in reacting to the black child's use of language and his 
school achievement, particularly reading achievement. 
There has been much debate concerning the relation­
ship between black English and learning to read. Many 
recent studies offer justification for the use of black 
English and also offer alternative approaches to use with 
speakers of black English in school instruction. 
Linguists to a large degree understand that black 
children are using the pronunciations and grammatical 
forms of their forebears, who spoke English with a West 
African accent just as most immigrants to this country 
speak English with an accent influenced by their first 
language. The language of black children is probably 
influenced by special forms of such West African lan­
guages as Yoruba, Fante, Haush, and Eve. These lan­
guages follow many of the same forms and rules that we 
now find in black English. l 
Many in the past have viewed black English as 
inferior and a substandard form of the English language. 
It was assumed to be incorrect and haphazardeollsly spoken 
by the poor, ignorant and deprived. Recent research has 
pointed out that black English is a standard systematic 
language with its own rules and regulations. 
Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of this study was to investigate the 
research findings on black English and its effect on initial 
lKenneth R. Johnson and Herbert D. Simons, "Black 
Children and Reading: \ihat Teachers Need to Know, It Phi 
Delta Kappan 53 (January 1972):288-290. 
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reading development. The author is greatly concerned with 
the reading failures that persist in the black student's 
population and the fact that standard curriculum instruc­
tion does not seem to meet the needs of black students in 
acquiring good reading ability. Why does one approach 
meet the needs of the white majority population but fail 
with most black students? Is it the black student's lack 
of ability or poor instruction? 
Also of concern to the author are the biases and 
misconceptions concerning the use of black English. The 
self concept that black students have about their language 
is very crucial. A degrading attitude of oneself because 
one's language is different is detrimental to the learning 
process. 
This paper was written to bring to attention a better 
understanding of black English and its cultural implica­
tions. Various approaches that teachers could consider to 
use with speakers of black English are also presented. 
Scope and Limitations of the Study 
The writer was concerned primarily with current issues 
and approaches to the use of black English and reading 
achievement. Therefore, this paper was concerned only with 




The following is a list of definitions that were 
used in this paper. 
Bidia1ectal-- uproficient in understanding and using 
1two dialects of a given language." 
Black English--Dialects usually but not exclusively 
spoken by low socioeconomic level blacks among themselves, 
and characterized by the presence of a significant pro­
portion of particular phonologic~l ~nd syntactic features 
different from standard English. 
Dia1ect--A distinctive variety of a language spoken 
by members of a homogeneous speech community, which can 
be differentiated from another variety of the same 
language by objective analysis of systematic differences 
in phonological, morphological, and syntactic features.3 
Summary 
This chapter presented a short background of the 
development of black English. Also presented were various 
concerns that affect users of black English and the effect 
their language has on school academics. A list of definitions 
that were used was also included. 
lBernice E. Cullinan, ed. Black Dialect and Reading 
(ERIC Clearinghouse on Reading and Communication Skills, 








In recent years many educators, parents and students 
have been concerned with the reading problems that we find 
persisting within the black population. This paper was a 
review of the literature that concentrated on black English 
and its affect on reading. Particular focus has been 
placed on important issues affecting black English, teach­
ing strategies, and characteristics of black English. 
This chapter is divided into three parts. Part I 
focuses on important issues concerning reading and black 
English speaking students. Part II presents suggested 
teaching strategies to use with dialect different students 
in the teaching of reading. Part III concentrates on the 
most common features that distinguish black English from 
standard English. 
Until recently, the term black English has been 
unacceptable and thought to be an unsystematic form of 
English. Its users were considered speakers of a low grade 
of English which bore no concrete rules and regulations. 
5 
' . 
... :1' .,. 
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Speakers of black English were considered less intelligent 
and incapable of using and understanding adequately the 
standard form of English. 
Some people deny the existence of black English. 
Cullinan states several factors that account for the point 
of view that denies the existence of black English. She 
stated that there is a large overlap between black English 
and standard English. Black English shares many features 
with other nonstandard dialects and there are many black 
people who do not speak black English. 
Blacks who do speak a dialect may be bidialectal 
to varying degrees; they may use forms from both standard 
English and black English or may be able to speak consis­
tently in either standard or black English. 
Recent studies support the proposition that black 
English is an identifiable language variety which differs 
systematically from the language of southern whites as 
well as from network standard English. 
There are varieties of standard English and black 
English. Labelling the language of a group as either 
standard English or black English simply means that members 
of that group uses features that are characteristically 
lidentified with one dialect or the other. 
IBernice E. Cullinan, "Issues in Black English and 
Reading," in Black Dialects and Reading, ed. Bernice E. 
Cullinan (Urbana, Ill.: ERIC Clearinghouse on Reading and Com­
munication Skills, 1974), p. 5. 
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Once the existence of black English is declared, the 
differences versus deficit controversy inevitably confronts 
us. Black English tends to be under attack to more vary­
ing analyses than any other variety of English. Inevitably, 
these comparisons tend to compare black English with written 
idealized forms of English. These comparisons point out 
differences that are expressed as absence or omission of 
features present in standard English. Consciously or un­
consciously such terminology may contribute to the concept 
lthat black English is somehow linguistically deficient.
Fortunately from time to time, rational thinking 
emerges. There is occasional recognition that such 
theories as expressed above are not warranted. It 
has been pointed out that the presence of a prestigious 
standard among a host of other dialects is arbitrary. 
There is nothing necessarily intrinsic to that dialect 
such as it being more semantically sophisticated, more 
grammatically structured, or more euphoniously phonolo­
gical. 2 
There is no basis for labelling the speech of blacks 
as careless, incorrect, and haphazard. Differences should 
be treated as differences; for example, deriving from 
separate deep grammars, not as the deviations of a subdia­
lect from the correct usages in the standard. 3 
lElizabeth Closs Traugott, npidgins, Creoles, and the 
Origins of Vernacular Black English, n in Black English: .....!,. 
Seminar, ed. Deborah Sears Harrison and Tom Trabasso (Hills­
dale, New Jersey: Lawrence Erlbaun Assoc., 1976), p. 57. 
2Ernest F. Dunn, liThe Black-Southern \Vhite Dialect 
Controversy: \Vho Did \vhat To \Vhom? fJ in Harrison and 'rra­




The viewpoint that cultural deficit as a result of 
impoverished environment accounts for the educational 
problems in ghetto schools has been widely accepted. Con­
siderable attention has been given to language. In this 
area the deficit theory appears as the concept of verbal 
deprivation. Black children from the ghetto area are said to 
receive little verbal stimulation, to hear very little well 
formed language, and as a result are impoverished in their 
means of verbal expression. These findings are based on 
work of psychologists who know little about language or 
black children. The basis of verbal deprivation has no 
weight in social reality. According to Labov, black chil ­
dren in the ghetto receive a great deal of verbal stimula­
tion, hear more well formed sentences than middle class 
children, and participate fully in a highly verbal culture. 
They have the same basic vocabulary, possess the same 
capacity for conceptual learning, and use the same logic 
l 
as anyone else who learns to speak and understand English. 
Research has pointed out that black children are 
significantly affected by teacher attitude and expecta­
tion. This finding indicates the, importance of teacher 
attitude upon the development of black children in the class­
room. 
lwilliam Labov, Langua&e in the Inner City: Studies 
in the Black English Vernacular (Philadelphia: University 
of Pennsylvania Press, 1972), p. 201. 
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Figurel discusses the role of the teacher: 
The teacher is the focal point in any school activity. 
Her attitude and feeling are reflected in everything 
she does when the children are around. Disadvantaged chil ­
dren sense this very quickly, especially if they think 
they are being personally rejected. Their efforts at 
learning tasks are in proportion to their feelings toward 
the teacher. They like teachers that show an empathetic 
attitude toward them and they will work very hard to 
please a teacher that has this attitude. On the other 
hand, they will do their darndest to upset a teacher who 
they think rejects them, and in this they can be very 
rebellious. Effective reading teachers bring out the 
best in their students and this can be done if there is 
positive interaction taking place between her and her 
students. This helps to set a positive atmosphere for 
learning- in the classroom. l 
Freshour emphasizes the importance of positive self 
concept. He states that: 
Self concept and language are important. Often the 
teacher considers the dialect to be incorrect and she 
attempts to change it to standard English. The language 
of a child is an integral part of his self concept. If 
a teacher treats a dialect as being wrong and is con­
stantly trying to correct the dialect, the child will stop 
speaking. After all, he is being told that he is wrong, 
his parents are wrong and that his friends are wrong. In 
effect, the child i~ being told that he, as a person, 
is of little value. 
Johnson states that upon entering school, the black 
child's language is almost certain to be attacked by the 
lJ. Allen Figurel, "Are the Reading Goals for the 
Disadvantaged Attainable?" in Reading Goals for the Dis­
advantaged, ed. J. Allen Figurel (Newark, Del.: Inter­
national Reading Association, 1970), p. 3. 
2Frank W. Freshour, "Dialect and the Teaching of 




teacher. Many teachers falsely assume that black children 
are non-verbal, have lazy lips, lazy tongues, attempt to 
simplify standard English and have poor auditory discrimina­
tion skills. It has been the teacher's primary goal from 
kindergarten through the elementary grades to the end of 
the secondary grades to eradicate the nonstandard use of 
black dialect and replace it with correct English. Failure 
to accomplish this goal is astounding. Such constant 
failure would have seemed to have brought some re-examination 
of the attitudes and assumptions on which the language pro­
grams are based and to alter teaching stratagies subsequent 
e • t· 1t o th1S re-exam~na 10n. 
It is important that teachers become acquainted with 
culture, background and use of black English and how its 
users may be affected by their attitudes. Many assumptions 
concerning black English must be reevaluated. Teachers must 
learn to be more accepting of the various dialects and cu1­
ture that they may find within their classrooms. 
At the present time there is increasing acceptance 
of the linguist position that all language varieties are 
equally valid, that all language varieties can accommodate 
all levels of thought, that any variety of standard English 
is not intrinsically better than any nonstandard dialect and 
lKenneth R. Johnson, "Teacher Attitude Towards the 
Nonstandard Negro Dialect--Let's Change It," Elementary 
English (February 1971):176-177. 
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if social preference is shown toward one variety of 
language it must be recognized as a social value and	 not as 
1evidence of the cognitive superiority of the speaker. 
One of the foremost false assumptions that many 
teachers have is about the capacity of black dialect to 
enable children to achieve cognitive development. This 
false assumption indicates the need for these children to 
learn standard English. After the decision is made to 
teach black children standard English, the language program 
is based on further false assumptions that determine teach­
ing strategies that do not succeed. It is thought that non­
standard black English is a reflection of inadequate cog­
nitive development of disadvantaged black children. 
The crux of this point of view is: 
. because nonstandard black dialect is different 
from standard English it must be inferior to standard 
English and since language is essential to cognition 
an inferior language must impair cognitive development 
of those who speak it. 2 
The language of a people is always adequate to serve 
their needs--specifically, the cognitive needs of a people. 
This means that black dialect serves the cognitive needs of 
black children who must function in that black subculture. 
lCullinan, Issues in Black En~lish and Reading, p. 4. 
2Johnson, "Teacher Attitude Towards the Nonstandard 
Negro Dialect--Let's Change It. 1t 
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It is likely that the cognitive needs of black 
children in their subculture is different from the needs 
of children in the middle class culture. Thus, the cogni­
tive development of disadvantaged black children and middle 
class children may be different. The difference exists 
because of the difference between the two cultures. Black 
children may lack some of the cognitive skills of middle 
class children or these cognitive skills may not be as highly 
developed as in middle class children, but on the other hand, 
middle class children may lack some of the cognitive skills 
of black children. The point is that difference does not 
equal inferiority. 
The cognitive development of black children is 
suited to the demands of the disadvantaged black subculture 
and the cognitive development of the middle class child is 
suited to the demands of the middle class culture. When 
testing for cognitive development, black children are given 
tasks that require cognitive skills and development de­
rived from a middle class experience. Because black chil ­
dren fail these tasks, some people erroneously assume that 
1
they are inferior or deficient in cognitive development. 
Since I.Q.tests are notable for cultural and linguis­
tic bias, the very retention of African cultural and 
linguistic patterns would explain why blacks make lower 
scores on tests which had been standardized to white 
lIbid., p. 177. 
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cultural patterns. It is no more a disgrace to make 
a low score on the other man's tests than it is to lose 
money playing with the other fellow's deck of cards. It 
is possible to characterize a peach as a deficient 
apple; in fact, its the only conclusion you can rome to 
if you judge the peach by the applets standards. 
Sociolinguistic studies have been highly successful 
in dispelling the misconception about the language learning 
ability of black children. The belief that black children 
are cognitively underdeveloped or speak an inferior language 
has been disproved. Research in the language development of 
children from lower socioeconomic backgrounds usually shows 
these children to be somewhat retarded in developing control 
of a standard dialect. This finding is due to the fact that 
these children have learned to use a nonstandard dialect 
in their homes. Their proficiency in the nonstandard 
dialect is seldom recognized; consequently they begin 
school where instruction is conducted in a standard dialect, 
2
with a decided educational disadvantage. 
Another assumption was built around the idea that 
speakers of black English are incapable of understanding 
written English. Many teachers feel that the black child 
must learn to speak standard English before attempts at 
teaching reading should begin. It is felt that the black 
1J. L. Dillard, Black English (New York: Random 
House, 1972), p. 29. 
2!(aren Hess, "The Nonstandard Speakers in Our Schools: 





child's language must be changed before learning can take 
place. 
Another issue is that of: 
• confusing the teaching of reading with changing 
the oral language of the reader. Often when students 
are corrected when reading orally, they are not aware 
of why they are being corrected. If students say what 
sounds like hep when they read helped and are cor­
rected, they may think that they have not recognized 
the word or they may become confused over the rule 
about "ed" and end up reading helpted for a period of 
time. Actually if they read hep fluently and are able 
to explain what someone was doing in the story, they 
comprehended and actually read correctly in their dia­
lect. When meaning is received, it must be integrated 
with the linguistic and conceptual system that the reader 
knows. Oral reading may be used by the teacher to diag­
nose a child's reading, but it must be recognized that 
oral reading is productive and not by itself an indicator 
of the meaning a student has received. When students are 
taught to read in the teacher's dialect, they may have 
satisfied the teacher's requirement, but may have des­
troyed for themselves the idea that the goal of reading 
is meaning. If the teacher and the reader concentrate 
on an oral production in reading which is not in the 
reader's mother tongue, meaning for the most part 
becomes the fatal victim.! 
Cullinan wrote in her article that there is no 
research to indicate that productive facility in standard 
English is a prerequisite for comprehending written material 
in standard English. Children who speak black English do 
comprehend standard English perhaps partly due to their 
exposure to the mass media and the extensive overlap of 
2the two language forms. 
lYetta M. Goodman and Rudine Sims, "Whose Dialect 
for Beginning Reading?" Elementary English (September 1974): 
840. 
2Cullinan, Issues in Black English and Reading, p. 7. 
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Research by Ramsey showed little difference in 
the literal and inferential responses of black children to 
either form. For the subjects involved in this study, it 
was possible to conclude that use of Negro dialect or 
standard English made no significiant difference in ability 
to answer literal questions about stories they heard, sex 
1 and 1eve1 or reading. 
This assumption has caused many teachers to teach 
disadvantaged black children English before they are ready 
and capable of learning it. First, these children are 
taught standard English at a time when they are just learning 
the nonstandard Negro dialect due to their primary culture 
and environment; and second, black children do not see a 
need for learning standard English because they do not 
associate with speakers of standard English except for the 
teacher. 
Black children need to learn standard English 
because it is essential for vocational, social and academic 
success. Learning to speak standard English is necessary 
to be successful and functionable in the dominant middle 
2class culture. 
lImogene Ramsey, "A Comparison of First Grade Negro 
Dialect Speakers Comprehension of Standard English and 
Negro Dialect, 11 Elementary English (~1ay 1972): 696. 
2Johnson, ''Teacher Attitude," p. 178. 
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Several studies have shown that there is a strong 
relationship between language development and reading achieve-
mente The issue of language competence and to what extent 
a child must, be competent in language in order to read has 
been exploited by many. Because measures of vocabula~y 
and grammatical complexity have been based on standard 
English norms, an illogical assumption has led many people 
to assume that black children who use vocabulary and gram­
matical structures different from the standard English 
norms are less competent in language, and that this is the 
cause of their poorer reading performance. But, we know 
that the black child learns vocabulary, sounds of words and 
grammar in his basic social culture just like any other 
child. If all normal children are competent users of 
language it is reasonable to assume that by school age, 
the black child's language i~ adequate for learning to 
read. l 
A child's oral language variation can affect his 
potential literacy by not matching or coming close to the 
language of the printed page when such a match is critical. 
During the beginning stages of reading, the beginning 
reading materials can affect the child's ability to acquire 
reading skills. If students can feel free to use the 
lAngela M. Jaggar and Bernice E. Cullinan, "Relating 
Reading to Language in Initial Reading Instruction,tt in 
Black Dialects and Reading, ed. Cullinan, pp. 14-15. 
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language that they have for education, they can be relieved 
of some of the biases that affect black English speaking 
students. The teacher must accept the child's entry 
language as a system in which beginning education can 
take place; and develop adequate strategies for teaching 
him standard English over a period of time. This 
strategy should not interfere with the child's acquisition 
of reading, science, mathematics and other subjects. 
For the child this goal means that we should not 
derogate the language tool that he has to start with. 
Rather than destroy his confidence in communicating with 
us, we must build it up. Teachers must learn to defer 
their desire to correct every non-standard form in the 
speech of their students. They will learn to evaluate 
the various non-standard forms in terms of their social 
diagnosticity.l 
This brings us to another false assumption that 
black children are nonverbal and have no speech and are 
non-intelligible. 
Shuy writes that the supposed nonverbal child may 
be silent primarily as a defense mechanism. To use the 
only language he knows is to risk criticism or at least 
correction. School is a game in which one is supposed to 
be right as often as possible and wrong as seldom as 
possible. If opening onets mouth leads to being wrong, 
1Roger \'IT. Shuy, "Language Variation and Literacy, 11 




then there are two solutions--either one learns to do what 
is right or one keeps one's mouth shut. However important 
it may be for our students to learn standard English, it 
is not so important that it be learned all at one time 
or that the learning of it endanger the entire educational 
process by causing children to retreat into silence in 
lorder to keep from being wrong. 
Johnson directed himself to the question of why 
black children have been labelled "nonverbal". He states 
that: 
• • • the language difference has been equated with 
language inferiority or language deficiency. Taking 
this as a basic premise or the proof of the nonverbal 
nature of disadvantaged black children, advocates of 
this point of view have postulated that the main reason 
black children are nonverbal is their mothers do not 
talk to them, and when their mothers do talk to them 
it is only in incomplete sentences or in sentences 
which are poorly constructed. Again, just because black 
mothers speak to their children in construction from 
standard English sentences does not mean that these 
sentences are inferior to standard English sentences 
and stunt the language development of the children. 
It is probable that disadvantaged black mothers don't 
speak directly to their children as often as middle 
class mothers do. This alone will not stunt the language 
development of black children. These children are raised 
in an environment that is more dense than the environ­
ment of middle class children, thus, they hear as much 
or maybe more language than middle class children. In 
addition, black children have a greater number of 
brothers and sisters and other children to talk with 
than middle class children. The fact is, disadvantaged 
black children are not "nonverbal." They are verbally 
different. 2 
lIbid., p. 16. 
2Johnson, "Teacher Attitude," p. 179. 
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There may be many reasons why a child may appear 
nonverbal. The child may appear nonverbal due to cultural 
training. This cultural training may teach the child to 
be silent at various times. For instance, in the presence 
of adults, the black child may have been taught to be silent. 
There are different rules as to when he should talk, how 
much and to whom. 
In the presence of strangers, the ghetto black 
child may have been directed by his culture to be silent. 
He may be afraid of strangers of different colors adminis­
tering tests, etc. Even though a white child may be un­
comfortable with strangers, too, he may have been directed 
to react with a lot of talk. 
Investigators who presuppose lack of verbality on 
the part of ghetto children have often asserted that 
the children do not talk to their parents. The 
famous or notorious family type with the absentee 
father is supposed to contribute to the child's lack 
of contact with adults, and lacl{ of contact with adults 
is supposed to mean lack of opportunity to talk and to be 
taught language. But the investigations of linguists 
have consistently shown that where interaction with 
large groups of children is possible, the peer group 
relationships of the child are much more important in 
language development than his relationship with adults. 
In the ghetto culture, peer group relations govern the 
social activity, including language of the child to a 
degree far beyond its importance among middle class 
whites. l 
The notion of verbal deprivation falsely places 
blame on the black child's shoulder for lack of success in 
school without bringing to our attention defects in the 
lDillard, Black English, p. 34. 
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educational system. Linguistics today can be useful by 
clearing away the illusion of verbal deprivation and 
providing a more adequate notion of the relations between 
standard and nonstandard dialect. l 
It can be seen that the public school appears to 
satisfy the educational needs of the white middle class 
more so than that of the poor and minority. The poor and 
minority are often behind and have more problems learning. 
William writes that the success of the whites in the public 
schools has led many to falsely assume that something must 
be wrong with the poor and the non whites who are failing to 
learn. 
Black English has been currently isolated as the 
flaw that causes Blacks to benefit so little from public 
education, especially the working class and lower 
middle class Blacks, who are the principal speakers of 
black dialect. This point of view, whether espoused by 
those of liberal or racist minds, is guilty of dehu­
manizing Blacks by reducing their plight to a single 
cause, a simple minded reductionism. Little is ever 
said about the failure of the public schools to educate 
the poor, regardless of race. 
The oppression of racism means nothing and is 
seldom weighed in trying to understand why Black chil ­
dren seem impervious to all school efforts in their be­
half. Life styles and values make for survival in the 
limited world etched out by poverty and racism conflict 
with those of the school. From the beginning these two 
worlds, that of the schools and that of the poor and 
lWilliam Labov, Language in the Inner City (Philadel­
phia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1972), p. 202. 
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minorities, are in conflict. It is the children who 
are destroyed in this violent clash, the public schools 
continue developing programs and receiving monies from 
all sources to study that which ihe schools neither have 
understood nor have ever served. 
In helping the teacher to better understand the 
problems of reading for the black child, it is essential 
that we have some understanding of the basic characteris­
tics of black English. Part I of this paper focused on 
presenting the most common features of black English that 
distinugish it from standard English. The following focus 
is on features that directly relate to reading in the begin­
ning stages. 
Part II--Suggeste~ Teaching Strategies 
The most agreed upon strategy for beginning reading 
instruction with dialect different students was the use 
of language experience stories and charts. This method 
allows the child to feel good about his dialect by letting 
him see his own words written down. If a child is con­
structing an experience story, the teacher should write 
what the child says. 'Vhen writing the story, the teacher 
should write using standard spelling because standard 
English spelling adequately represents the phonological 
IRonald Williams, "The Anguish of Definition: Toward 
a New Concept of Blackness," in Black English: A Seminar, 
ed. Harrison and Trabasso, p. 10. 
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units of the dialect at a more abstract level. The experience 
stories can serve as a prelude to the contextual reading 
lin books. 
Some authorities feel that a strong oral language 
program in standard English in the early preschool years 
and during a readiness period for reading is the best way 
to prepare children who speak dialects to undertake reading. 
The child would be surrounded with speakers of the standard 
dialect. He would listen to records, movies, and play oral 
language games using standard English before reading in­
struction begins. 
Other authories express that this immersion in 
standard English will not benefit enough. Others feel that 
teaching should be delayed until the child is old enough to 
realize the social significance of standard English in 
American life. 
Another approach would allow the child to use the 
traditional reading readiness books in which the child 
reads in his own dialect. 
All linguists seem to agree that the child's 
dialect should be accepted, he should be allowed to read 
in his Olvn dialect as a precedent to or along with reading 
in standard English and teacher and peer association 
lElaine D. Fowler, "Black Dialect in the Classroom," 




for acquiring fluency in standard English should be 
1encouraged. 
Baratz emphasizes that ". .'. the linguistically 
different black child must be taught to read in the black 
English dialect initially and later in standard English 
with an organized and sequential transition between the two." 
Studies have shown that those children taught initial reading 
using experience charts with the child's own language and 
grammatical system did better than children taught using 
basal readers. Baratz encourages the use of dialect 
based texts. She points out three advantages over using 
these texts as opposed to using experience charts. They 
are: (1) vocabulary can be controlled; (2) one does not 
have to rely upon the teacher's knowledge of the dialect; 
and (3) transition texts may be provided that move from non­
standard English into standard English so that the child may 
learn the rules as he proceeds. 3 
Along with the use of language experiences charts, 
the use of tape recorders for analyzing speech differences 
lNila B. Smith, "Cultural Dialects: Current Problems 
and Solutions,tt 'rhe Reading Teacher (November 1975):138. 
2Joan C. Baratz, "Beginning Readers for Speakers of 
Divergent Dialects," in Reading Goal for the Disadvantaged, 
ed. J. Allen Figure1 (Newark, Del.: International Reading 




will be of aid to the classroom teacher. Listening centers 
can be provided to give opportunities for hearing oral 
standard English. As experience in standard English in­
creases, the child can be moved from language experience 
stories to transition readers. One major advantage to 
using this approach is that the children can read in their 
own language. This helps to increase positive self concept 
which will aid in learning. l 
Goodman and Sims support the use of the language 
experience approach. They reported that this approach 
uses each child's language and personal experiences. Record­
ing the child's language helps him to see the relationship 
between written language and the language he knows. Stu­
dents should be encouraged to begin writing as soon as 
possible and they should be allowed to experiment with 
orthography without penalty as they are learning which will 
2further strengthen knowledge. 
Colquit re-emphasizes the need for teacher accep­
tance of various dialects. Acceptance of a student's dia­
lect affirms the student's sense of worth. Reading stories 
aloud, introducing literature, music and drama that reflects 
lLeona ~f. Foerster, "Language Experience for Dialectic­
ally Different Black Learners," Elementary English (January 
1974):196. 
2Goodman and Sims, ff\vhose Dialect for Beginning 





dialect differences is recommended. 
The oral reading of literature that reflects dialect 
differences maintains many of the dialectts effective 
communication devices, variation of rhyme and rhythmic 
patterns, exact meaning, mood and tonal range. Reading 
poetry and literature to the class is an excellent way 
to show how dialects change. Oral reading of good 
literature which depicts different dialects helps 
students learn something new about their country, 
appreciate people who are different and recognize cul­
tural diversity.l 
Part III--Black English Speech Patterns 
This part of the chapter focuses on some of the most 
common relevant patterns of speech in black English. 
Information about structural characteristics of the language 
are also included. Knowledge of the characteristics 
and speech patterns of black English will give a better 
understanding of pronunciation rules and also will help the 
teacher to evaluate oral reading and language more adequate­
ly. 
There are many examples of phonological deviations 
from standard English that comprise the system of black 
dialect, and teachers will discover this when they 
accept black dialect as a system with consistent and 
frequent deviations in the speech of black children. 
The grammatical deviations that black children use are 
not random. For example, the coup1a is, and are is 
systematically omitted in present progressive-rense 
(He looking at me); the plural ending is often omitted 
if another word in the sentence indicates pluralization 
(She have two brother); the verb been is used to indicate 
lJesse Colquit, "Oral Language Activities for 
Promoting Understanding and Appreciation of Dialect Dif­
ferences," English Journal 63 (Decmeber 1974):71. 
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distant past action (He been left for home); this
 
agreement sound on the end of third person, present
 
tense verbs is omitted (He walk home). The verb system
 
of black dialect in some cases can indicate duration 1
 
or time of action more precisely than standard English.
 
Labov has done considerable research in the area 
of black speech patterns. The following is a list of some 
a f h e mos common speech f·1ndi1S t	 ngs: 2 
r-lessness:	 The Irl is often dropped before vowels, 









Simplication of consonant clusters: 
Primarily consonant clusters ending in ItI




Clusters ending in lsi or Izl are simplified: 
six--sil<:s box--boks 
rolls--rowlz leads--liydz 
Weakening of Final Clusters: 
The ItI and /dl are most often affected. 
Final Idl may be devoiced to a t-like form 
1 Kenneth R. Johnson and Herbert D. Simons, "Black 
Children and Reading: \Vhat Teachers Need to Know, tf Phi Delta 
Kappan 53 (January 1972):290. 





or disappear entirely and final ItI may be 





Other phonological processes give. the following series of 










The vowel system in black English is often r-less. 
The word pour is pronounced E2 (long 0). The i and e 
are pronounced and in most cases heard as the same 
sound. In black phonology the following sound 
alike: bit versus bet; miss versus mess; and pin versus
1- --- ­pen. 
Be in black English has the same copula and auxiliary 
function as the conjugated forms of an, is, are, was, 
are, were. The meaning of be can be~stinguishe~ 
from the meaning of is, am,-and are, in that the con­
jugated forms can have a-Punctiliar or durative meaning, 
but be cannot. 2 
In evaluating the language of the black child, 
educators should realize that the language of the black 
lWilliam G. Moulton, "The Sounds of Black English," 
in Black English: A Seminar, ed. Harrison and Trabasso, p. 
162. 
2Ralph W. Fasold, Tense Markin in Black En lish-­
A Lin istic and Social Anal sis Arlington, Va.: Center 
for Applied Linguistics, 1972 , p. 150. 
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child is not static any more than the language of the white 
child. The spoken language changes with age, experience 
and education. 
Two child languages can be similar at the under­
standing level, called the competence level by linguistics. 
A child fronl New York City and one from rural Georgia 
can watch and understand the same television programs, 
be integrated into a classroom and understand one another. 
These two languages do differ at the productive level, 
called the performance level by linguistics. Black 
and white children speak in one register in the class­
room and another reg1ster inthe;parking lot or at 
home. l 
The follo\iing is a list of some of the syntactic 
differences between standard English and black English 
taken in an informal roadside setting in rural Georgia. 2 
Variable Standard English Negro Nonstandard 
Linking verp He is going. He goin t • 
Possessive John's cousin John cousin. 
marker 
Plural marker I have five cents. I got five cent. 
Subject John lives in New John he live in 
expression York New York. 
Verb form I drank the milk. I drunk the milk. 
Past marker Yesterday he Yesterday he walk 
walked home. horne. 
Verb He,runs home. He run home. 
agreement She has a bicycle. She have a bicycle. 
1 Lester S. Golub, "Reading, \vriting, and Black
 
English, n The Elenlentary School Journal 72 (January 1972):
 
196. 
2Ibid., p. 197. 
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Variable Standard English Negro Nonstandard 
Future form I will go home. lIma go home. 
"lf ll con­ r asked if he r asl{ did he do 
struction did it. it. 
Negation I don't have any. I don't got none. 
He d.i dn f t go. He ain't go. 
Indefinite I want an apple I want a apple. 
article 
Pronoun form We have to do it. Us got to do it. 
His book. He book. 
Preposition He is over at his He over to his 
friend's house. friend house. 
lIe teaches at He teach Francis 
Francis Pool. Pool. 
Be Statement: Statement: 
lIe is here all lie be here. 
the time. 
Do Contradiction: Contradiction: 
No, he isn't. No, he don't. 
Summary 
This chapter was divided into three parts. The first 
part presented several important issues affecting black 
dialect speaking students and implications for the class­
room teacher. Detailed discussion was given concerning 
teacher attitudes, false assumptions and educational problems. 
Part II and III of this chapter briefly focused on suggest­
ed teaching strategies for use with dialect divergent 
students and common black speech patterns. 
The following chapter presents the author's view­
points of black English from the standpoint of a black 
student and teacher. 
CHAPTER III 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
It is about time that we as educators, students, 
parents, researchers, etc., attempt to come to grips with 
the problems of black speaking students in our schools. 
There has been considerably more research in the area of 
black English in the recent years. Many authorities have 
made great contributions that will help us to teach 
reading and better understand speakers of this different 
dialect. ~lany findings in the past have been 
reevaluated and re-examined. 
Today we are accepting the language of the black 
child as a valid, systematic form of communication. This, 
in the opinion of the writer, was the first great needed 
step. In writing Chapter III, the author discusses in 
priority what she considers as the most important issues 
facing black students and their teachers. 
Acceptance of black English as a valid systematic 
form of English is a foremost important step. Linguists 
indicate that the language of the black child is a highly 
ruled and orderly system. Acceptance of black English as 




Linguists have informed us that all individuals 
develop language. All societies have developed 
language, even if there are differences among them. 
Language has traditionally set humans apart. To 
indicate that a group of individuals is language defec­
tive islsaying an enormous thing about them as human 
beings. 
Hopefully with this acceptance of black language 
will come the development of positive teacher attitudes 
about black dialect. Almost all authorities agree that 
teacher attitude is the most important variable in teaching 
black children to read. Black children are greatly affect­
ed by teacher expectations and attitudes. The black child 
appears to have a need to please the teacher and gain her 
acceptance and approval. Accepting the child as he is, a 
worthy individual, can be one of the most crucial keys to 
success in reading and school in general. Promotion of 
positive self concept and self image through dialect 
awareness and acceptance can help many black children to 
bridge the gap between their different cultural world and 
the culture of the school. Many times these two cultures 
will be greatly contrasted. 
Positive teacher attitude cannot be emphasized 
enough. Positive teacher attitude can be a more powerful 
determinant of success in school than the finest teaching 
materials. 
lJoan C. Bartz, "A Cultural Model for Understanding 
Black Americans," in Black Dialects and Reading, p. 119. 
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There are many false assumptions about black 
children and reading. It is important that teachers become 
aware of the black culture, features of the dialect and 
problems persisting in our students. 
Lack of information about the structure of black 
English can cause many teachers to misjudge and mis­
evaluate their students. Misunderstanding about pronuncia­
tion of words in black English can cause many teachers to 
assume that the students lack an understanding of words and 
comprehension. Correction when it is not warranted can 
confuse the black child in his acquisition of reading skills. 
In other words: 
Teachers must become aware of specific conflict 
between black dialect and standard English. This 
knowledge will enable them to make the very important 
distinction between reading errors which must be cor­
rected.and pronunciation differences which are dialec­
tic, hence are not errors and can, therefore, in many 
cases be safely ignored. l 
There is a continuous need for searching for the 
best method to teach dialect different students. Authorities 
are all not in agreement about the best possible solutions. 
The one method agreed upon was the use of language exper­
ience stories and charts in initial reading stages. This 
approach would allow the child to begin reading in a 
familiar dialect, allowing him to use what he has brought to 
school. Gradually the child should be introduced into 




reading of standard dialect materials. Because of our 
middle class society and middle class values it is impor­
tant that students become proficient in standard English. 
The culture at large dictates the use of standard English. 
In teaching the standard dialect and reading, 
teachers should make a gradual transistion lvith the students. 
Changes should be over a period of time and not all at once. 
Summary 
Acceptance of black dialect, positive teacher 
attitudes about the dialect and the speakers, familiarity 
of the black language structure and culture can be valuable 
stepping stones in the acquisition of making these students 
better readers. This brings to the author's mind the 
saying advocated at the St. Francis Children's Activity 
and Achievement Center, which states that: 
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